AMP Chapters

Parking and Curbside Management

Curbside Management is the process of maximizing the performance of curb
space for different uses, including parking, loading, shared mobility, bicycle
facilities, transit facilities, pick-up and drop-off, and more while acknowledging
the rules, responsibilities, and limitations associated with space that is within
the public right-of-way.
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• Driver reserves parking space via APP

• Changing the price of on-street

multiple users across different mixed-use developments

redevelopment, potentially in more dense, central areas of the city

• Encourage the provision of less dedicated parking for development/

redevelopment, potentially in areas with adequate parking supply

parking to reflect demand

Pricing.

Prioritize Curb
Space

DDOT applied demand-based parking pricing to on-street spaces
in the pilot area. High-demand blocks have higher hourly prices to
improve turnover, and low-demand blocks have lower hourly prices
to incentivize greater use. In the parkDC pilot area, prices vary by
block, side of the street (block face), day of the week (weekday vs.
Saturday), and time of day (morning, midday, or evening). DDOT
extended the concept of demand-based pricing to commercial
loading zones.

Flex Zones and Curb Use Priorities in Seattle, Washington
• Recognizes the curb space is in high demand by a variety of users
• Curb space looks different depending on the area

DDOT changed prices in the pilot area five times between October
2016 and November 2017 based on ongoing monitoring of
parking demand. DDOT developed price changes based on the
prevailing District-wide base price for on-street parking ($2.30/hr.),
and gradually increased the total number of price options over the
five price changes. Prices increased on block faces where demand
exceeded supply, decreased on block faces where supply exceeded
demand, and remained constant on block faces where demand
matched supply. Those blocks where demand matched supply would
generally have one open parking space at any given time for drivers
seeking to park in the area. Commercial loading zone pricing was
based on the highest prevailing hourly rate on the zone’s block.

Expand Real
Time Information

• Use the zoning code to further encourage parking as a shared resource for
• Adopt more stringent shared parking requirements for development/

• Reduces time to find parking
This is how DDOT made it
work.
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Time Limits.
Like parking pricing, adjusting the amount of time a customer is permitted to park in a curbside space can
influence customer behavior and balance demand for curbside space. DDOT increased time limits in the
evenings and on weekends in portions of the pilot area where demand was especially low to make those
areas more attractive to parking customers.

Communication.

Information about parking availability can help customers to find an open parking space and enhance
customer experience associated with finding a space. Two mobile apps, parkDC and VoicePark, developed
as part of this pilot, provide customers with real-time information about parking availability and pricing.
DDOT also tested new signage to reduce clutter and more clearly communicate on-street parking
regulations. Calendar-style posters on every parking meter let customers know how much it costs to park
based on the time of day and day of the week.
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